
X6697 Misc? X6731
From: Offline transallen@tiscali.co.uk
Sent: July 22, 2009 8:36:24 AM
To: whitlock@one-name.org
Cc: Quintin White (q.white@paradise.net.nz)
To Peter and Quintin

Thanks Peter for sending on X6697. However, I believe there to be an error relating to
Graham Whitlock -
Abode is given as Farnham, Hants - should actually read Fareham, Hants (Farnham is
in Surrey)

To support this - 1881 Census 166C West Street, Fareham 1891 Census 54
West Street, Fareham

Graham Whitlock unmrd age 25 lodger solicitor Graham Whitlock
solicitor

Mary Whitlock wife +
children - Mary death reg Sep 1919 Fareham

Graham Brice Whitlock
birth reg Dec Qtr 1887 Fareham

death reg Dec Qtr 1909 Fareham Helen Graham
Whitlock birth reg Sep 1889 Fareham

Graham (b reg Mar 1856 Alderbury) actually descends from Joseph & Martha (Blake)
being his grt.grt.grandson - I presume he is shown in X6659/2 'Descent from Joseph &
Martha' sent by Quintin and noted in Newsletter March 2009?

I have just discovered there is a tenuous link with Graham' s cousin, Llewellyn H
Whitlock b Winterslow (reg Sep 1867Alderbury) through female marriages and my own
Whitlocks in Brisbane! Llewellyn mrd a Agnes FLIGHT (b reg Mar 1866 Winchester,
Hants) and the connection comes from a cousin of Agnes (Mary Flight) and continues
in Australia - MORRIS - WHITLOCK. I have yet to work out whether there is a
relationship or whether it is too remote.
All this came about because my relation in Australia wanted to know about her
Grt.Granny Flight from Winchester!
How small the world suddenly becomes!

I know some while back we established as far as we were able the parents of Joseph
(George & Ann) and now that I have linked into the family tree of Joseph & Martha from
a different angle I wonder if it would perhaps be useful to compare my findings and may
be co-ordinate the two.

Peter - with Quintin's blessing - could you send me a copy of X6659/2 please?

Regards to you both
Muriel
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